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DT22 Dethatcher SD22 Seeder

The V Plus is a high speed built-tough 
aerator which is redesigned for added 
reliability and operator comfort. It 
supports a removable set of rear wheels 
for easy maneuvering in tight areas and 
a wide 26.5” coring swatch allowing it to 
cover up to 40,000 sq ft in an hour.
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A well-balanced and easily portable seeder due to the simple folding 
handle design. The ergonomic handle is foam padded and has 
3 different operator heights.  The 30 lb capacity polymer hopper 
features a site window and is mounted at the rear to ensure good 
visibility and minimal seed damage during over seeding. The seed 
gate is adjustable to accommodate a broad range of grass seed and 
tough 12-gauge delta blades are angled and beveled to maximize 
seed penetration.  Control lever adjusts easily to 7 preset depths to 
maintain consistent depth while power raking. 

With a modular design, this dethatcher offers incredible versatility 
and productivity. The rugged commercial construction includes a 
reel with greased bearing in a welded 10-gauge chassis. Standard 
flail blades swing freely allowing centrifugal forces to remove matted 
thatch efficiently. Control lever adjusts easily to 7 preset depths 
to maintain consistent depth while power raking. The ergonomic 
handle is foam padded and has 3 different operator heights.  

Specifications
Engine: Briggs & Stratton 4.8 HP
Frame Construction: welded steel
Working Width: 22”
Seed Capacity: 30 lbs
Dimensions: 46”L x 31”W x 39”H
Weight: 150 lbs

Specifications
Engine: Briggs & Stratton
Frame Construction: welded steel
Working Width: 22”
Dimensions: 46”L x 31”W x 39”H
Weight: 140 lbs

Lawnaire® V Plus Aerator

Dethatcher & Seeder

Specifications
Engine options: 

Honda: 7.2 cu in; 4-cycle 
Briggs & Stratton: 12.5 cu in; 4-cycle

Tines: 42 tines; 3/4” diameter
Aerating width: 26.5”
Dimensions: 35.5” W x 52” L x 47.5” H
Weight: Dry: 241 lbs

Full Drum and weights: 348 lbs
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